
With Pure, store your wine...
naturally
A range of wine cabinets which help to care for the environment
Elegant design helping the cabinet to blend in with any interior
Three different temperature options for wine storage adapted to your needs

Recommended by John Euvrard 
Meilleur Ouvrier de France  

Wine stewarding



Power consumption  
A range of low energy wine cabinets, which help to care for the environment

• Up to 55% less energy consumed compared to a traditional cabinet*

• Low noise levels

* Cabinet from the Collection range.



Protection

A range specially designed for multiple use

• 1-temperature cabinets recreate the exact conditions found in a natural cellar by meeting the 5 criteria 
essential for storing wine:

 - A uniform temperature which is constant thanks to the dual Hot/Cold control (temperature gradient +/- 0.5°c).
 - Suitable humidity levels thanks to the Hygro + system and dimpled aluminium walls
 - A permanent ventilation system ensured by breather effect
 - Protection from UV rays guaranteed for the solid door or glass door with highly effective UV screening
 - Protection from vibrations thanks to the compressor being isolated from the cabinet body 

• Wine serving cabinets offer up to 10 temperature zones (temperature graduated from 5 to 22°C / 41 
to 72°F and allow you to store several types of wine (rosé, white, red) in the same cabinet at an ideal 
serving temperature.

• 3-temperature cabinets have separate temperature zones: 1 zone for storing wine (10-14°C / 50-
57°F), 1 chilling compartment at the bottom (9-15°C / 48-59°F) and 1 compartment at the top for 
serving red wine at the correct temperature (15-22°C / 59 à 72°F).

EuroCave technology

•	 “Twin	Process”	technology:
 Temperature controlled to the nearest 10th of a 

degree.

•	 Exclusive	humidity	management:	humidity 
level automatically displayed

•	 Constant	monitoring:
 Visual and audible alarms to ensure peace of mind



3 cabinet sizes able to 
store 74 - 234 bottles

A choice of attractive claddings

Stainless steel* /Crocodile grain leather in brown 
or black** /Ostrich grain leather in light brown, 
brown or black

5 types of door
Black Piano / Full Glass / Glass / Silver 
glass / Stainless steel glass*

* Large model only - ** Small model only
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Elegant,	personalised	cabinets
A choice of finishes to allow your cabinet to complement 
any interior!

Panel colour

Buffle

Nero (mat black)



UV-free lighting as standard to enhance 
your bottles.

As	a	‘‘Premium’’	
optional	extra, a strip of 
light bathes the entire cabinet body 
in a halo of amber.
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Outstanding	storage flexibility!

1/ Standard equipment which allows you to easily...

... organise, store, display... ... thanks to the

Sliding shelves storage shelves display shelves
up to 12 bottles up to 77 bottles up to 32 bottles

Standard or Premium equipment offers you a very wide choice 
of layouts to suit your storage requirements.

The space between the shelves is designed to protect your bottle labels , 

especially those of Champagne bottles.



2/ ‘‘Premium’’ equipment available 
as an optional extra

- Detachable labels in epoxy-coated steel allow you to easily 
identify your bottles.  Up to 6 labels per shelf.  White felt-tip 
pen supplied (erasable).

The new	generation
Main du Sommelier 

This structure in two materials cradles your 
bottles and protects them from vibration.  It is 
detachable, allowing it to adapt to your storage 
requirements in terms of bottle shape and 
number.
 The Main du Sommelier allows easy 
placement of your bottles.  
User-friendly, your 
bottles will easily 
fit into place.

- Sliding or storage shelves designed for 
improved appearance and fluidity of use

- The possibility of choosing your shelf 
front according to your preference: 
glossy black or light oak

Incorporated Into each 

slIdIng shelf, It allows quIet, 

smooth handlIng

Soft-close device
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www.eurocave.com* Open door, sensor fault, temperature fault, charcoal filter, humidity cut-off
EuroCave SA - 07/2013 - Photos non-binding - Groupe EuroCave - 24 rue Francis de Pressensé - 69628 Villeurbanne cedex - RCS Lyon B320316995

Energy	and	technical	features

Control
Temperature setting range possible:
    - 1-temperature: 5 - 20°C / 41 - 68°F
    - Multi-temperature: 5 - 22°C / 41 - 77°F
    - 3 temperature: 9 - 22°C / 48 - 77°F

LED screen with touch sensitive keys
Electronic internal setting and display
Humidity display
Alarms in case of malfunction*

Equipment
Interior lighting
(3 lighting options: permanent, activated upon opening, disabled)

Active charcoal filter with meter
Adjustable front feet
Lock
Thermal insulation (polyurethane foam)

Ref. Dimensions Weight 
when 

empty1

Bottle	capacity2 Energy	
efficiency 
class

Annual	energy	
consumption

Useful 
volume

Sound	
Emission

Permitted	
temperature	
range1

HxWxD (mm) (kg) Access3 Premium3 Maximum3 AEc4 (Kwh/year) (liters) (dB(A)) min. / max.

R134a R600a R134a R600a °C °F

1-temperature

V-PURE-L 1825x680x690 83 215 182 234 A+ 256 132 445 38 37 0-35 32-95

V-PURE-M 1480x680x690 72 177 141 177 A+ 238 125 340 38 37 0-35 32-95

V-PURE-S 960x680x690 52 92 74 92 A+ 219 114 210 38 37 0-35 32-95

Multi-temperature

S-PURE-L 1825x680x690 81 215 182 234 A 256 165 460 38 37 12-30 54-86

S-PURE-M 1480x680x690 70 177 141 177 A 238 157 355 38 37 12-30 54-86

S-PURE-S 960x680x690 50 92 74 92 A 219 150 225 38 37 12-30 54-86

3-temperature

E-PURE-L 1825x680x690 90 192 167 211 A 256 165 450 38 37 12-30 54-86

E-PURE-M 1480x680x690 79 135 137 155 A 238 157 345 38 37 12-30 54-86

Category of all the models: 2. – Climate class: Our appliances are designed to be used at an ambient temperature of 10°C - 32°C. (Class SN) – These models cannot be flush-fitted.
1- Data calculated using a high gloss black door. 2- Cabinet capacities are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles. 3- Access pack: mixed, sliding and fixed shelves - Premium pack: 100% sliding. 4- Energy consumption calculated using a high gloss black door based on the results 
obtained over 24 hrs in standard test conditions (25°C).  Actual energy consumption depends on operating conditions and the appliance’s location.

label certifying that a 
product is of French 

origin


